
Don’t Reward Bad Behavior

Be Consistent



7 Prescriptions 

for Leadership Success





Why do good people often 

FAIL in leadership positions?





Leadership Challenges

People need you more than ever

Get people to do what you know they need to do

In easy times, anyone can lead



Poor Leadership = Big World Problems

Syria

North Korea

ISIS

Iran

Global refugees

Trade conflicts

Political ugliness

Economic crises

Lack of civility



What are the biggest 

challenges for you 

right now?

What is 

frustrating??



411 on Mary Kelly
• Has landed on an aircraft carrier

• Was in 8th class of women to graduate from Naval Academy

• Currently the 56th Most Influential Economist in the world

• Authored the best-sellers Money Smart, Master Your World, 

and 9 other books

• Love dogs

• Can usually be found near wine



Master Your World

In the short run, do we let other 
people do the wrong thing?



Great leaders 

leave a 

great legacy





Leaders lack a compelling 

vision and clear goals





Once the mission is clear, articulate the 
vision

“We are going to play in the World Series!”



3 Types of Visions
Positive



They torpedo trust



What do most people want from

the people they work for?

Yes, I did just end that

sentence with a preposition :)





It’s on you



Communicate in a way

receiver understands



How do you like to get info?







If you are going to be good at  
ONE leadership trait, 

Be good at COMMUNICATION 





Go to page 11.  Take the assessment listed on 
pages 11 and 12.  



Go to page 13.  Make quick notes for the first two 

questions, based on the assessment, of areas that if 

you improved, would most affect your direct reports.



Also on page 13, brainstorm with your table on 

ways we can we a better peer and help others



They just don’t care





Time

Location

Experience/Perception

What prevents people from 
doing what you think is the

Right Thing?









Not our 

instinct
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They are unfair
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They don’t understand

we are one team
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Use everyone’s strengths
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They want to be

Miss Congeniality



Arbitrarily 

Applied

Accountability



Leaders Uphold 
Standards 

• What are the advantages to the employee 
when leaders uphold standards? 

• Where are the advantages to other 
employees when leaders uphold 
standards? 

• Where are the benefits to 
customers/clients/other parts of the 
organization when leaders uphold 
standards? 



Please look at the questions on page 17.  Please answer all 3 
questions in groups at your table and be prepared to share 
results. 



Please brainstorm what happens when 

leaders don’t hold people accountable at 

your tables. Write down and share results. 







Show enthusiasm for the ideas of 

others

Consider the 

ideas of others

Support others



Please turn to page 20.  Define your one big goal for 

2019.  What are the potential obstacles?  

Be ready for them with the solutions.  

Then fill in the action steps and date the milestones.  





“Shipmates,
We’re in the home stretch 
of a long period at sea...”

Captain Karl Thomas

Commanding Officer

USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70)
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Confidence

becomes arrogance



We can do a lot by 

showing up and being 

supportive 



Do employees quit 
jobs? 



Leaders 
understand that 

they need to 
actively seek out 
and listen to the 

concerns and 
issues of their 
subordinates. 



Leaders encourage networking 
throughout an organization to 
better enable people to work 

together. 



Leaders know employees
prefer information rather than 

uncertainty. 



Leaders need to occasionally 
ask, “Am I motivating or 

micromanaging?” 



Leaders don’t shoot the 
messenger. Great leaders want 
to know the problems so that 
they can fix the problems. 



Leaders need to stay out of the 
way and let their people do their 

jobs well. 
This communicates trust and 

confidence. 



Leaders hire the most 
talented people they can find 
and compensate them as well 
as they can, to keep them for 

as long as they can. 



Leaders communicate to their 
teams enough when employees feel 

they know what management 
knows 


